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Dave Black has had his hands on every part of WSUM Student Radio’s operations 
since well before it flipped the switch. 
 
He has secured its funding, built its personnel and policy infrastructure, guided its 
technological development and more. Most importantly, Black’s work has built a 
foundation for students to manage the station themselves, not simply rely on his 
considerable knowledge. Although the station has only operated for a decade, 
several of its alumni now hold broadcasting jobs in top markets nationwide. 
 
As a hands-on educator and mentor, Black has extended WSUM’s service mission 
to the campus and wider community. The station has supported classroom 

activities in several departments, and he has made the facility available to student groups and pre-college 
programs. He is committed to diversity and social justice, building pathways to encourage high school 
students from disadvantaged backgrounds to explore media careers. 
 
“The title of GM still does not sit well with him,” says former student Jason Cohen, now an Academy Award 
nominee. “He sees himself as collaborator first and foremost with the students.” 
 
Remarks on accepting Excellence in Leadership Award 
 
Thank you, Chancellor, members of the committee, honored guests, fellow recipients and a special thank 
you to my spouse, Kari, who is my rock and foundation and without whom I would not be in a position to 
receive this award. I also do not want to leave out my late parents, William and June Black, whose 
intelligence and helpfulness I greatly underestimated for much of my life. My mom didn’t live long enough to 
see me get out of my own way, but my Dad did and I know they are both proud of me. 
 
Most of all, thank you to my students past and present who have given me so much joy and a sense of 
accomplishment in helping them become bright lights as they have gone forward from the WSUM sphere. 
Some are here today—Station Manager Lorenza Zebell, elected by her peers to run the station for this 
calendar year, Wisconsin Public Radio host and producer Cynthia Schuster, our talk director for two-and-a-
half years when she was an undergraduate, and Michelle Donahue, Director of Educational Content for a 
growing online learning company. 
 
This award is in large part due to the efforts of Professor Karyn Riddle and the J School nominating 
committee, and also due to very nice and sincere letters written by former students who include two Oscar 
nominees, the director of a Washington DC think tank, a rocket scientist, and my favorite: an agnostic Jew 
who teaches at the Pontifical Catholic University in Washington—which, by the way, he says he has some 
angst about but then he has angst about everything. All I consider good friends and am grateful that they 
see me as someone who had a pivotal influence in their lives. 
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Even more rewarding are the students who are still finding themselves, some in their 30s, struggling as I did 
to find an identity and purpose. With all my students I tried to give them what I would have liked to have had 
when I was a young person—someone outside my family who believed in me, who was willing to err on the 
side of trusting too much than not enough, and who could give me specific insights on principles rather than 
methods. 
 
Everything that I did in my professional life up to the age of 40 seemed to be a series of dead ends and false 
starts. Everything I have done since 40, which coincides with my marriage and the advent of the WSUM 
project, had focus, purpose and meaning. The interesting part of this is that the lessons in those dead ends 
and false starts were absolutely necessary to achieve every positive thing that I have done in the last twenty 
years. 
 
I gave one of my all‐time favorite students a plaque—the only gift I have given a graduating student. Emily 
from Wisconsin Rapids is now a person moving up at Random House in the heart of Manhattan, a quiet star 
who is easily overlooked but has all the necessary qualities to succeed, though few (even in her own family) 
saw it. The plaque reads on one side: “Emily, I believe in you.” The other side lists the three qualities 
absolutely necessary to succeed as a leader, “humility, tenacity, restraint,” with credit to the author Joseph 
Badaracco. Studying Badaracco, Stephen Covey, and the Strengthsfinder movement will get you very close 
to being the best coach, mentor and teacher you can be. 
 
Thank you. 

 


